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More Outrageous Extreme Right Wing Hatred
THIS is the type of extreme right wing Republicans that Republican leaders rushed to rally today.

"Woah" [POLITICO]:

There has been plenty of hyperbolic rhetoric on both sides of the health care debate, but this sign at
today's GOP protest blows right past hyperbole and head first into incendiary. The sign reads
"National Socialist Health Care Dachau, Germany - 1945" and shows a large pile of naked, dead
bodies.   

It's one thing to argue that reform will hurt Americans' health care, it's a whole other to suggest that
reform will lead to systemic, mass genocide on par with one of the greatest atrocities in human
history.

(Photo: ThinkProgress)

Among the leaders that addressed the crowd were: Republican Leader John Boehner, Republican Whip Eric
Cantor, Republican Conference Chair Mike Pence, and Republican Representative Michele Bachmann.

THIS is the type of extreme right wing Republicans that RNC Chairman Michael Steele says they "will come
after" moderates for.

Jennifer Crider, DCCC spokesperson said: "This is exactly the kind of outrageous extreme right wing hatred that
House Republican leaders should condemn, not encourage and rally.  What the heck is wrong with John
Boehner, Eric Cantor, and their Republican colleagues that this is the extreme right wing face that put on the
Republican Party?  It's no wonder the number of people who identify themselves as Republicans is an anemic 20
percent."

Want the latest updates? Follow the DCCC on Facebook and Twitter:

Tweets by @dccc

http://www.politico.com/livepulse/1109/Woah_.html#
http://www.facebook.com/electdemocrats
http://www.twitter.com/dccc
https://twitter.com/dccc
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